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The Clockwork Menace - Bec McMaster
2019-02-20
Friends, partners, and professionals. So just why
is this case coming between them? In a Victorian
London ruled by the blood-drinking elite, Perry
Lowell is a logical and accomplished Nighthawk:
a rogue blue blood who tracks murderers and
thieves for the Guild. So when she and her

charming-but-reckless partner, Garrett, are
charged with finding a missing theatre starlet, it
should be a simple solve. But with an entire
theatre of suspects, including a flirtatious
understudy and whispers of a Clockwork
Menace haunting the place, tension is brewing
between the pair of them. Can they come
together to solve the case—or will it be too late,
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when the murderer turns his gaze on Perry
herself? This London Steampunk novella deals
with a couple before their romance (HEA in
Forged By Desire) so while their may be certain
feelings, don't expect any kisses. Only angst...
London Steampunk series: —Gaslamp Fantasy
Romance —Historical Romance —Steampunk
Romance —Fantasy Romance —Paranormal
Romance —Vampire Romance —shifter romance
—friends to lovers
To Catch a Rogue - Bec McMaster 2018
An impossible heist. A thief and a rogue. But will
she steal his heart, instead? The Company of
Rogues finally knows the identity of the
mastermind behind a plot against the queen--but
their enemy is still one step ahead of them.
When he kidnaps one of theirs, the Rogues plan
a daring rescue mission that will lead them into
the heart of the bloodthirsty Crimson Court. It's
a job for a master thief, and there's nothing
Charlie Todd likes more than a challenge. To
pull off the impossible, Charlie needs a crew,

including the only thief who's ever been able to
outfox him. He broke her heart. But now she
must risk it all to save his life... Lark's spent
years trying to forget her past, but the one thing
she can't ignore is the way a single smile from
Charlie still sets her heart on fire. When he
proposes they work together again, it feels just
like old times, but she has one rule: this is
strictly business. It's Charlie's last chance to
prove he can be trusted with her heart. But
Lark's keeping a deadly secret. And as passions
are stirred and the stakes mount, it might be the
kind of secret that could destroy them all...
The Greyfriar - Clay Griffith 2010-11
In 1870, vampires took over the northern
regions of the world, forcing the surviving
humans to flee to the southern hemisphere. Now
the year is 2020 and Princess Adele, a human, is
on the verge of coming to power just as a final
war with the vampires is approaching.
A School for Unusual Girls - Kathleen Baldwin
2015-05-19
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Banished to a boarding school to be reformed
into marriageable young ladies in war-torn early
19th-century England, Miss Georgiana and her
new friends are secretly entangled in a world of
spies, diplomacy and romance. Simultaneous
eBook.
From London, With Love - Bec McMaster
2020-03-19
With London finally at peace, there is only one
threat remaining to the stability of the
monarchy... The queen is without an heir. Queen
Alexandra is done with marriage, but as always,
the Duke of Malloryn has a plan. With Malloryn
insisting upon an heir for the realm, Alexandra
reluctantly agrees to accept a husband. But
who? With Europe's most eligible bachelors in
London to attend her exhibition, she finds
herself pining for the only man who has never
betrayed her. The only man she wants. And the
one man she cannot have. A queen's duty is
never done. Alexandra's feelings for her dearest
friend, Sir Gideon, have always been warm, but

a stolen kiss pushed a friendship into dangerous
waters. How can she explain that she has never
known desire before? How can she stand to be in
the same room as Gideon, without betraying her
feelings? And how can she marry someone else?
But there's an assassin on the loose, and while
she may currently be at odds with Sir Gideon,
he's the only man who can save both her
wounded heart—and the future of the realm.
Foreign princes and meddling dukes, bedamned.
How to Catch a Queen - Alyssa Cole 2020-12-01
An arranged marriage leads to unexpected
desire, in the first book of Alyssa Cole’s
Runaway Royals series… When Shanti Mohapi
weds the king of Njaza, her dream of becoming a
queen finally comes true. But it’s nothing like
she imagined. Shanti and her husband may
share an immediate and powerful attraction, but
her subjects see her as an outsider, and
everything she was taught about being the
perfect wife goes disastrously wrong. A king
must rule with an iron fist, and newly crowned
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King Sanyu was born perfectly fitted for the
gauntlet, even if he wishes he weren’t. He
agrees to take a wife as is required of him,
though he doesn’t expect to actually fall in love.
Even more vexing? His beguiling new queen
seems to have the answers to his country’s
problems—except no one will listen to her. By
day, they lead separate lives. By night, she
wears the crown, and he bows to her demands in
matters of politics and passion. When turmoil
erupts in their kingdom and their marriage,
Shanti goes on the run, and Sanyu must learn
whether he has what it takes both to lead his
people and to catch his queen.
A Lady by Midnight - Tessa Dare 2012-08-28
Spindle Cove, nestled in a peaceful corner of
Regency Era England, has long been known as
“Spinster Cove,” due to its preponderance of
unwed ladies of “delicate constitutions”—and
that’s the fictional setting for a delightful
historical romance series by USA Today
bestselling author Tessa Dare. In A Lady by

Midnight, a young woman searching for her
family finds love unexpectedly with a handsome
colonel—but the secrets of her heritage threaten
to disrupt their romance…and their upcoming
nuptials. Concerning the heart-soaring romantic
fiction of Ms. Tessa Dare, fans of Lisa Kleypas
and Eloisa James would do well to heed Julia
Quinn’s admonitions and “prepare to fall in
love!”
Blood Red Snow White - Marcus Sedgwick
2016-10-25
There never was a story that was happy through
and through. When writer Arthur Ransome
leaves his unhappy marriage in England and
moves to Russia to work as a journalist, he has
little idea of the violent revolution about to
erupt. Unwittingly, he finds himself at its center,
tapped by the British to report back on the
Bolsheviks even as he becomes dangerously,
romantically entangled with Trotsky's personal
secretary. Both sides seek to use Arthur to
gather and relay information for their own
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purposes . . . and both grow to suspect him of
being a double agent. Arthur wants only to elope
far from conflict with his beloved, but her
Russian ties make leaving the country nearly
impossible. And the more Arthur resists
becoming a pawn, the more entrenched in the
game he seems to become. Blood Red Snow
White, a Soviet-era thriller from renowned
author Marcus Sedgwick, is sure to keep readers
on the edge of their seats. This title has Common
Core connections.
Heart of Iron - Bec McMaster 2013-05-07
"Heart of Iron is so impressive, it deserves a seal
of excellence! Like moths to a flame, readers will
be drawn to the world and characters McMaster
has created. Make room on your keeper
shelves..."—Fresh Fiction Second in a thrilling
steampunk paranormal romance series, Lena
Todd is pretty and vivacious, which makes her
the perfect spy against the Echelon. But when
she finds herself in too deep, she'll find herself
at the mercy of Will Carver, the only man she

can't wrap around her finger and whose kiss she
can't forget. Lena Todd makes the perfect spy.
Nobody suspects the flirtatious debutante could
be a sympathizer for the humanist movement
haunting London's vicious blue blood elite. Not
even the ruthless Will Carver, the one man she
can't twist around her little finger, and the one
man whose kiss she can't forget... Stricken with
the loupe and considered little more than a
slave-without-a-collar to the blue bloods, Will
wants nothing to do with the Echelon or the
dangerous beauty who drives him to the very
edge of control. But when he finds a coded letter
on Lena—a code that matches one he saw on a
fire-bombing suspect—he realizes she's in
trouble. To protect her, he must seduce the truth
from her. With London on the brink of
revolution, Lena and Will must race against
time—and an automaton army—to stop the
humanist plot before it's too late. But as they
fight to save a city, the greatest danger might
just be to their hearts... A fresh, suspensful
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paranormal romance, Bec McMaster's London
Steampunk novels will appeal to fans of Gail
Carriger, Kristen Callihan's Darkest London
series, and the Blud series by Delilah Dawson.
London Steampunk Series: Kiss of Steel (Book 1)
Heart of Iron (Book 2) My Lady Quicksilver
(Book 3) Forged by Desire (Book 4) Of Silk and
Steam (Book 5) What readers are saying about
Heart of Iron: "A clever and entertaining
combination of historical romance, steampunk,
paranormal and alternate history." "a vastly
unique and utterly vivid world that transports
readers into another place." "a perfect mix of
action, romance and steampunk!" "a little dark
and a lot dangerous." "Steampunk, romance,
paranormal, suspense this book literally had it
all." What reviewers are saying about Heart of
Iron: "An engrossing, thrilling sequel." —
Tynga's Reviews "Intriguing... [readers will] love
the sexy, action-packed narrative. " — Publishers
Weekly "McMaster's second London Steampunk
Book dazzles and seduces... will leave readers

breathless. 4 1⁄2 Stars, Top Pick of the Month! "
— RT Book Reviews What everyone is saying
about Bec McMaster: "a must read for
paranormal fans and steampunk fans alike. 5/5
Stars, Reviewer Top Pick" — Night Owl Reviews
"richly imagined, gritty and dark, and full of hot
heroes and hot sex... utterly delicious. " —Smart
Bitches, Trashy Books "Action, adventure,
steampunk, and blazing hot seduction...Bec
McMaster offers it all."—Eve Silver, author of
Sins of the Flesh
Heart of Brass - Kate Cross 2012-05-01
Arden is an undercover agent for one of the most
powerful organizations of this steam powered
world—the Wardens of the Realm—a group with
extraordinary abilities, dedicated to protecting
England against evil. Arden Grey enjoys a life
most women in 1898 London can’t even dream
of: She has the social status, wealth, and
independence of a countess. She also has the
ability to witness the final moments of a murder
victim’s life. But ever since the disappearance of
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her husband, Lucas, none of this means anything
to her. Until one night, when Arden spies a man
watching her—a man she recognizes as her
missing husband. He’s been ordered to
assassinate Arden as retribution for her part in
the killing of a Company agent. Luke remembers
nothing of his life before the Company, a corrupt
agency that has erased his memory. Even so, he
can't seem to complete his assignment. There is
something familiar about his lovely target,
something that attracts him, and fills him with
dread. For he knows that if he doesn’t kill her,
someone else will—and kill him as well.
Steamlust - Kristina Wright 2011-10-04
Not quite sure what steampunk is? Think
Victorian elegance and aesthetics meets
futuristic invention and exploration. Kristina
Wright's inventive anthology blends elements of
science fiction, history and fantasy in just about
any time period imaginable - and throws plenty
of hot sex into the mix! Fetishising the
wardrobe, language, fantasy and rituals of

steampunk, Steamlust includes alternate
histories, second worlds, time travel and
contemporary settings.
Kiss of Steel - Bec McMaster 2012-09-01
"Action, adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot
seduction...Bec McMaster offers it all."—Eve
Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh A brilliantly
creative debut where vampires, werewolves, and
clockwork creatures roam the mist–shrouded
streets of London... When Nowhere is Safe Most
people avoid the dreaded Whitechapel district.
For Honoria Todd, it's the last safe haven. But at
what price? Blade is known as the master of the
rookeries—no one dares cross him. It's been said
he faced down the Echelon's army
single–handedly, that ever since being infected
by the blood–craving he's been quicker,
stronger, and almost immortal. When Honoria
shows up at his door, his tenuous control comes
close to snapping. She's so...innocent. He
doesn't see her backbone of steel—or that she
could be the very salvation he's been seeking.
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The Strange Case of Finley Jayne (The
Steampunk Chronicles - short story prequel)
- Kady Cross 2012-06-01
Finley Jayne knows she's not 'normal'.
Forged by Desire - Bec McMaster 2014-09-02
"Edgy, dark, and shot through with a grim, gritty
intensity, McMaster's latest title adds to her
mesmerizing steampunk series with another
gripping, inventive stunner."-Booklist, starred
review for Heart of Iron A FEAR SHE CAN'T
ESCAPE Ten years ago, Perry fled her thrall
contract to find sanctuary among the
Nighthawks. In that time, she's become a
respected woman of the Guard, and she's
wanted Garrett Reed for as long as she can
remember. But when a new case takes a
chillingly familiar turn, Perry finds herself once
again in the path of a madman...only this time,
there's nowhere left to run. A DESIRE THAT
CAN'T BE TEMPERED Out of their depth and
racing against time, Perry and Garrett must
learn to trust the desire sparking between

them...or risk losing themselves forever to the
darkness stalking London's streets.
All Men of Genius - Lev A. C. Rosen 2011-09-27
Inspired by two of the most beloved works by
literary masters, All Men of Genius takes place
in an alternate Steampunk Victorian London,
where science makes the impossible possible.
Violet Adams wants to attend Illyria College, a
widely renowned school for the most brilliant upand-coming scientific minds, founded by the late
Duke Illyria, the greatest scientist of the
Victorian Age. The school is run by his son,
Ernest, who has held to his father's policy that
the small, exclusive college remain male-only.
Violet sees her opportunity when her father
departs for America. She disguises herself as her
twin brother, Ashton, and gains entry. But
keeping the secret of her sex won't be easy, not
with her friend Jack's constant habit of pulling
pranks, and especially not when the duke's
young ward, Cecily, starts to develop feelings for
Violet's alter ego, "Ashton." Not to mention
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blackmail, mysterious killer automata, and the
way Violet's pulse quickens whenever the young
duke, Ernest (who has a secret past of his own),
speaks to her. She soon realizes that it's not just
keeping her secret until the end of the year faire
she has to worry about: it's surviving that long.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Steampunk: Manimatron - Joe Kelly 2001
" ... a world of madness, action, dark science,
fiction, and shattered history where one man
battles to set right a world torn apart for love"-P. [4] of cover.
Hamilton’s Principle in Continuum
Mechanics - Anthony Bedford 2021-12-14
This revised, updated edition provides a
comprehensive and rigorous description of the
application of Hamilton’s principle to continuous
media. To introduce terminology and initial
concepts, it begins with what is called the first
problem of the calculus of variations. For both

historical and pedagogical reasons, it first
discusses the application of the principle to
systems of particles, including conservative and
non-conservative systems and systems with
constraints. The foundations of mechanics of
continua are introduced in the context of inner
product spaces. With this basis, the application
of Hamilton’s principle to the classical theories
of fluid and solid mechanics are covered. Then
recent developments are described, including
materials with microstructure, mixtures, and
continua with singular surfaces.
The Girl in the Steel Corset - Kady Cross
2012-04-17
Finley, who has a beastly alter ego inside of her,
joins Duke Griffin's army of misfits to help stop
the Machinist, the criminal behind a series of
automaton crimes, from carrying out a plan to
kill Queen Victoria during the Jubilee.
Explore Everything - Bradley Garrett
2013-10-08
Plotting adventures from London, Paris, Eastern
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Europe, Detroit, Chicago and Las vegas,
uncovering the tunnels below the city as well as
scaling the highest skyscrapers, Bradley Garrett
has evaded urban security in order to experience
the city in new ways beyond the conventional
boundaries of everyday life. Explore Everything
is both an account of his escapades with the
London Consolidation Crew as well as an
urbanist manifesto on rights to the city and new
ways of belonging in and understanding the
metropolis. It is a passionate declaration to
"explore everything," combining philosophy,
politics and adventure.
Girl of Nightmares - Kendare Blake 2012-08-07
Months after Anna Korlov opened a door to Hell
and sacrificed herself for seventeen-year-old
ghost hunter Cas Lowood, persistent visions of
Anna being tortured cause Cas to decide to save
her as she once saved him.
Requiem, Volume Two: Vampire Knight - Pat
Mills 2010-01-01
Features the next 3 episodes in the Vampire

trilogy: #4 The Vampire Dance, #5 Dragon Blitz
and #6 Hellfire Club
Infernal Devices - K. W. Jeter 2017-02-07
The classic Steampunk novel from the creator of
the term itself – thirty years ago this month.
When George Dower’s father died, he left
George his watchmaker’s shop – and more. But
George has little talent for watches and other
infernal devices. When someone tries to steal an
old device from the premises, George finds
himself embroiled in a mystery of time travel,
music and sexual intrigue. File Under:
Steampunk
Tarnished Knight - Bec McMaster 2016-08-17
In the steam-fuelled world of Victorian London,
vampires, werewolves and slasher gangs stalk
the night and a man made partly of metal is
about to discover just how far he’ll go to protect
the woman he loves… After a vicious vampire
attack left him struggling to leash the dark urges
of the craving virus, John ‘Rip’ Doolan, thinks
he’s finally starting to master the darkness
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within. The only thing that threatens to shatter
his hard-won control is Esme, his closest friend
and the only woman he’s ever wanted. If the
stubborn beauty ever realised precisely what
was going through his mind, their friendship
would be ruined… For six months Esme has
waited for Rip to recover and take her as his
thrall, not daring to hope for more. Too afraid to
put her heart on the line, she’s devastated when
Rip reveals that he never had any intentions of
making her his. But when a savage gang of
Slashers start causing havoc in Whitechapel, Rip
and Esme have no choice. They must face up to
the depth of the passion that burns between
them and forge a new relationship… or risk
losing each other forever.
Steampunk Carnival - Cassandra Leuthold
2015-06-16
Crossing her boss will be one dangerous ride.
Katya Romanova gave up everything to work at
the one-of-a-kind Steampunk Carnival, and she
wouldn't want to be anywhere else. Her

elaborate costumes win her all the attention she
seeks, including the sporadic affections of her
boss, carnival owner William Warden. But in the
summer of 1887, death threats against Mr.
Warden shake everyone's sense of security. The
unknown sender could harm them all. When
Katya stirs up unexpected evidence proving Mr.
Warden hid the carnival's true origins, she
realizes he aims to protect only himself. To
return the spirit of fun and freedom to the place
she loves, Katya sets out to replace Mr. Warden
with the carnival's inventor. As violent events
erupt, Mr. Warden fights for strict control of his
business and Katya's loyalty. Trapped between
his charm and his tyranny, Katya must pretend
to comply even as she plots against him. With
the adoration of the entire country supporting
Mr. Warden, nothing less than the perfect plan
will succeed. One misplaced move could throw
Katya's best friend and new love into danger.
Failing means neither she nor the
establishment's rightful owner ever sees the
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carnival again.
The Girl with the Iron Touch - Kady Cross
2014-03-25
When Emily is kidnapped and ordered to
transplant the Machinist's consciousness into
one of his creations, Finley Jayne and her friends
are forced to work with Jack Dandy, who
compels Finley to evaluate her feelings for
Griffin.
Waistcoats & Weaponry - Gail Carriger
2014-11-04
Class is back in session.... Sophronia continues
her second year at finishing school in style--with
a steel-bladed fan secreted in the folds of her
ball gown, of course. Such a fashionable choice
of weapon comes in handy when Sophronia, her
best friend Dimity, sweet sootie Soap, and the
charming Lord Felix Mersey hijack a
suspiciously empty train to return their chum
Sidheag to her werewolf pack in Scotland. But
when Sophronia discovers they are being trailed
by a dirigible of Picklemen and flywaymen, she

unearths a plot that threatens to throw all of
London into chaos. With her friends in mortal
danger, Sophronia must sacrifice what she holds
most dear--her freedom. Gather your poison,
your steel-tipped quill, and the rest of your
school supplies and join Mademoiselle
Geraldine's proper young killing machines in the
third rousing installment in the New York Times
bestselling Finishing School series by steampunk
author Gail Carriger.
Paternity Case - Gregory Ashe 2020-02-01
It’s almost Christmas, and Emery Hazard finds
himself face to face with his own personal
nightmare: going on a double date with his
partner—and boyhood crush—John-Henry
Somerset. Hazard brings his boyfriend; Somers
brings his estranged wife. Things aren’t going to
end well. When a strange call interrupts dinner,
however, Hazard and his partner become
witnesses to a shooting. The victims: Somers’s
father, and the daughter of a high school friend.
The crime is inexplicable. There is no apparent
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motive, no connection between the victims, and
no explanation for how the shooter reached his
targets. Determined to get answers, Hazard and
Somers move forward with their investigation in
spite of mounting pressure to stop. Their search
for the truth draws them into a dark web of
conspiracy and into an even darker tangle of
twisted love and illicit desire. And as the two
men come face to face with the passions and
madness behind the crime, they must confront
their own feelings for each other—and the hard
truths that neither man is ready to accept.
A Darker Shade of Magic - V. E. Schwab
2015-02-24
A Darker Shade of Magic, from #1 New York
Times bestselling author V.E. Schwab Kell is one
of the last Antari—magicians with a rare,
coveted ability to travel between parallel
Londons; Red, Grey, White, and, once upon a
time, Black. Kell was raised in Arnes—Red
London—and officially serves the Maresh Empire
as an ambassador, traveling between the

frequent bloody regime changes in White
London and the court of George III in the dullest
of Londons, the one without any magic left to
see. Unofficially, Kell is a smuggler, servicing
people willing to pay for even the smallest
glimpses of a world they'll never see. It's a
defiant hobby with dangerous consequences,
which Kell is now seeing firsthand. After an
exchange goes awry, Kell escapes to Grey
London and runs into Delilah Bard, a cut-purse
with lofty aspirations. She first robs him, then
saves him from a deadly enemy, and finally
forces Kell to spirit her to another world for a
proper adventure. Now perilous magic is afoot,
and treachery lurks at every turn. To save all of
the worlds, they'll first need to stay alive. "A
Darker Shade of Magic has all the hallmarks of a
classic work of fantasy. Schwab has given us a
gem of a tale...This is a book to
treasure."—Deborah Harkeness, New York
Times bestselling author of the All Souls trilogy
Shades of Magic series 1. A Darker Shade of
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Magic 2. A Gathering of Shadows 3. A Conjuring
of Light At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Golden Spider - Anne Renwick 2016
London papers scream of dirigible attacks,
kraken swarms, and lung-clogging, sulfurous
fogs. But a rash of gypsy murders barely rates
mention. Lady Amanda is tired of having both
her intelligence and her work dismissed. After
blackmailing her way into medical school, she
catches the eye of her anatomy professor from
the moment she walks into his lecture hall. Is he
interested in her? Or only her invention–a
clockwork spider that can spin artificial nerves?
Lord Thornton, a prominent neurobiologist, has
been betrayed. Secret government technology
has been stolen from his laboratory, and a
foreign spy is attempting to perfect it via a grisly
procedure… using gypsies as test subjects. The
last thing he needs is the distraction of a
beautiful–and brilliant–new student, even if her

spider could heal a deteriorating personal injury.
Until her device is stolen and used in the latest
murder. Lord Thornton has no option but to
bring her into his laboratory as well as the
investigation where they must fight their
growing, yet forbidden, attraction. Bodies
accumulate and fragile bonds are tested as they
race across London, trying to catch the spy
before it’s too late. Google Play
978-1-948359-04-7
Kiss of Steel - Bec McMaster 2012-09-01
"Heart-wrenching, redemptive and stirringly
passionate... A series opener to be read and
savored."—RT Book reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars. First in
a thrilling steampunk paranormal romance
series, Honoria Todd is being hunted by a
vicious blue-blood, and her only chance of
survival lies with the notorious master of the
rookeries in Whitechapel. But at what price? Her
blood? Or something more? Most people avoid
the dreaded Whitechapel district. For Honoria,
it's the last safe haven as she hides from the
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Blue Blood aristocracy that rules London
through power and fear. Blade rules the
rookeries—no one dares cross him. It's been said
he faced down the Echelon's army single
handedly, that ever since being infected by the
blood-craving he's been quicker, stronger, and
almost immortal. When Honoria shows up at his
door, his tenuous control comes close to
snapping. She's so...innocent. He doesn't see her
backbone of steel—or that she could be the very
salvation he's been seeking. London Steampunk
Series: Kiss of Steel (Book 1) Heart of Iron (Book
2) My Lady Quicksilver (Book 3) Forged by
Desire (Book 4) Of Silk and Steam (Book 5) What
readers are saying about Kiss of Steel: "a
scrumptious blend of steampunk, vampires, sex,
and danger" "excellent paranormal romance
with a touch of steampunk" "Loved this book, the
noir of steam, vampires, werewolfs, and lust find
a perfect stew." "A must read for paranormal
fans." What reviewers are saying about Kiss of
Steel: "An enthralling debut... A leading man as

wicked as he is irresistible... Heart-wrenching,
redemptive and stirringly passionate... A series
opener to be read and savored. 4 1/2 Stars" —
RT Book Reviews "Dark, intense, and sexy... A
stunning new series with an intriguing twist on
the vampire theme." — Library Journal
"Compulsively readable... The mythology
surrounding the vampires and the
not—quite—vampiric blue bloods felt fresh and
original... " —Mindful Musings What everyone is
saying about Bec McMaster: "a must read for
paranormal fans and steampunk fans alike. 5/5
Stars, Reviewer Top Pick" — Night Owl Reviews
"richly imagined, gritty and dark, and full of hot
heroes and hot sex... utterly delicious. " —Smart
Bitches, Trashy Books "Action, adventure,
steampunk, and blazing hot seduction...Bec
McMaster offers it all."—Eve Silver, author of
Sins of the Flesh
London Steampunk: The Blue Blood Conspiracy
Complete Series Boxed Set - Bec McMaster
2020-07-23
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Standing between London and a deadly plot
against the throne, are the dangerous spies and
femme fatales that form the Company of
Rogues... that's if they don't kill each other first.
MISSION: IMPROPER Entire families have gone
missing in the East End. When Caleb Byrnes
receives an invitation to join the Company of
Rogues as an undercover agent pledged to
protect the crown, he jumps at the chance to
find out who, or what is behind the
disappearances. Hunting criminals is what the
darkly driven blue blood does best, and though
he prefers to work alone, the opportunity is too
good to resist. The problem? He's partnered with
Ingrid Miller, the fiery and passionate verwulfen
woman who won a private bet against him a year
ago. Byrnes has a score to settle, but one stolen
kiss and suddenly the killer is not the only thing
Byrnes is interested in hunting. THE MECH
WHO LOVED ME Blue bloods are dying from a
mysterious disease, which should be impossible.
Ava suspects there's more to the case than

meets the eye. There’s just one catch—she’s
ordered to partner with the sexy mech, Kincaid,
who's a constant thorn in her side. Kincaid
thinks the only good blue blood is a dead one.
He's also the very last man she would ever give
her heart to… which makes him the perfect
candidate for an affair. The only rule? It ends
when the case does. But when an attempt on her
life proves Ava might be onto something, the
only one who can protect her is Kincaid.
Suddenly the greatest risk is not to their hearts,
but whether they can survive a diabolical plot
that threatens to destroy every blue blood in
London—including Ava. YOU ONLY LOVE
TWICE First rule of espionage: don't ever fall in
love with your target. Five years ago, Gemma
Townsend learned the hard way what happens
when you break this rule. Love is a weakness she
can never afford again. When offered a chance
at redemption, the seductive spy is determined
to complete her assigned task: to track down a
dangerous assassin known as the Chameleon.
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But as her investigation leads Gemma into a
trap, she's rescued by a shadowy figure she
thought was dead—Obsidian, the double agent
who once stole her heart. Can Gemma ever trust
her heart again? Or is history doomed to repeat
itself? Because it soon becomes clear the
Chameleon might be closer than they realize...
and this time Gemma is in the line of fire. TO
CATCH A ROGUE An impossible heist. A thief
and a rogue. But will she steal his heart,
instead? The Company of Rogues finally knows
the identity of the mastermind behind a plot
against the queen—and when he kidnaps one of
theirs, the Rogues plan a daring rescue mission
that will lead them into the heart of the
bloodthirsty Crimson Court. It's a job for a
master thief, and there's nothing Charlie Todd
likes more than a challenge. To pull off the
impossible, Charlie needs a crew, including the
only thief who's ever been able to outfox him. He
broke her heart. But now she must risk it all to
save his life... DUKES ARE FOREVER A

compromising situation forced him into
marriage. But has his wife been working for the
enemy all along? The Duke of Malloryn can trust
no one, and when incriminating photographs
surface—of an enemy agent stealing a kiss from
his wife—he is forced to question just why his
wife, Adele, trapped him into marriage. Is she an
innocent pawn caught up in a madman's games,
or is she a double agent working against him?
The only way to discover the truth is to seduce
her himself... FROM LONDON, WITH LOVE With
London finally at peace, there is only one threat
remaining to the stability of the monarchy…. The
queen is without an heir. Queen Alexandra is
done with marriage, but as always, the Duke of
Malloryn has a plan. With Malloryn insisting
upon an heir for the realm, Alexandra reluctantly
agrees to accept a husband. But who? With
Europe’s most eligible bachelors in London to
attend her exhibition, she finds herself pining for
the only man who has never betrayed her. The
only man she wants. And the one man she
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cannot have. James Bond meets Dracula... Join
USA Today bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on
a thrilling ride through a steam-fuelled London
in this complete series boxset. Download this
sexy paranormal romance series filled with
explosive secrets, diabolical devices and
breathtaking romance today!
My Lady Quicksilver - Bec McMaster
2013-10-01
"McMaster's characters are beautifully drawn
and the tension between them is completely
smoking... [a] dark, menacing and strangely
beautiful world." - RT Book Reviews Determined
to destroy the Echelon she despises, Rosalind
Fairchild is on seemingly easy mission. Get in.
Uncover the secrets of her brother's
disappearance. And get out. In order to infiltrate
the Nighthawks and find their leader, Blue
Blooded Sir Jasper Lynch, Rosalind will pose as
their secretary. A dangerous mission, but
Rosalind is also the elusive Mercury, a leader in
the humanist movement. But she doesn't count

on Lynch being such a dangerously charismatic
man, challenging her at every turn, forcing her
to re-evaluate everything she knows about the
enemy. He could be her most dangerous
nemesis-or the ally she never dreamed existed. A
stunning, action-filled paranormal romance, Bec
McMaster's London Steampunk novels will
appeal to fans of Gail Carriger, Kristen
Callihan's Darkest London series, and the Blud
series by Delilah Dawson. RITA finalist Bec
McMaster's London Steampunk series: Kiss of
Steel, Book 1 Honoria's last hope is the most
dangerous man in London's underworld, and she
may be his last hope as well Heart of Iron, Book
2 Will would do anything to protect Lena,
including fighting his love for her, but seducing
her may be the only way to save her My Lady
Quicksilver, Book 3 Rosalind risks her life, and
her heart, to get close to the one man who could
find and free her brother. But will he? Forged by
Desire, Book 4 RITA finalist, When Perry fled her
thrall contract and joined the Nighthawks, she
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thought she would be safe, but danger is
stalking her again Of Silk and Steam, Book 5
Mina has sworn revenge for her father's death,
but the man she plans to destroy could be her
own undoing, or the salvation of all London What
readers are saying about My Lady Quicksilver:
"twists and turns, vampires, revenge, passion,
suspense and romance" "If you enjoy
Steampunk, romance and paranormal romance
than you are in for a real treat." "absolutely
stunning" "Full of action and intrigue, this story
is perfect!" "humor and red hot romance" What
reviewers are saying about My Lady Quicksilver:
"Rich, dramatic, romantic, and dangerous..." Publishers Weekly "wildly imaginative, richly
textured world building... the perfect choice for
readers who like their historical romances sexy,
action-packed, and just a tad different." Booklist "The blend of steampunk, paranormal,
suspense and romance is so well crafted into a
riveting story" - Delighted Reader "a taste of
paranormal, shifter, steampunk and romance all

stewed in a recipe to be savored and not rushed
through. " - Coffee Time Romance "beautifully
crafted and immerses the reader in a fantastic
story." - Worlds of Words What everyone is
saying about Bec McMaster: "a must read for
paranormal fans and steampunk fans alike. 5/5
Stars, Reviewer Top Pick" - Night Owl Reviews
"richly imagined, gritty and dark, and full of hot
heroes and hot sex... utterly delicious. " -Smart
Bitches, Trashy Books "Action, adventure,
steampunk, and blazing hot seduction...Bec
McMaster offers it all."-Eve Silver, author of
Sins of the Flesh
Blameless - Gail Carriger 2010-09-01
Quitting her husband's house and moving back
in with her horrible family, Lady Maccon
becomes the scandal of the London season in the
third book of the NYT bestselling Parasol
Protectorate series. Queen Victoria dismisses
her from the Shadow Council, and the only
person who can explain anything, Lord
Akeldama, unexpectedly leaves town. To top it
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all off, Alexia is attacked by homicidal
mechanical ladybugs, indicating, as only
ladybugs can, the fact that all of London's
vampires are now very much interested in
seeing Alexia quite thoroughly dead. While Lord
Maccon elects to get progressively more
inebriated and Professor Lyall desperately tries
to hold the Woolsey werewolf pack together,
Alexia flees England for Italy in search of the
mysterious Templars. Only they know enough
about the preternatural to explain her
increasingly inconvenient condition, but they
may be worse than the vampires -- and they're
armed with pesto.!--EndFragment-- BLAMELESS
is the third book of the Parasol Protectorate
series: a comedy of manners set in Victorian
London, full of werewolves, vampires, dirigibles,
and tea-drinking. The Parasol Protectorate
Soulless Changeless Blameless Heartless
Timeless For more from Gail Carriger, check
out: The Custard Protocol Prudence
ImprudenceCompetenceReticence Finishing

School (YA) Etiquette & Espionage Curtsies &
Conspiracies Waistcoats & Weaponry Manners
& Mutiny
Kiss of Steel - Bec McMaster 2012
Honoria Todd has no choice. Only in the dreaded
Whitechapel district can she escape the long
reach of the Duke of Vickers. But seeking refuge
there will put her straight into the hands of
Blade, legendary master of the rookeries. No one
would dare cross him, but what price would he
demand to keep her safe? Original.
Moonglow - Kristen Callihan 2012-07-31
Once the seeds of desire are sown . . . Finally
free of her suffocating marriage, widow Daisy
Ellis Craigmore is ready to embrace the
pleasures of life that have long been denied her.
Yet her new-found freedom is short lived. A
string of unexplained murders has brought
danger to Daisy's door, forcing her to turn to the
most unlikely of saviors . . . Their growing
passion knows no bounds . . . Ian Ranulf, the
Marquis of Northrup, has spent lifetimes hiding
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his primal nature from London society. But now
a vicious killer threatens to expose his secrets.
Ian must step out of the shadows and protect the
beautiful, fearless Daisy, who awakens in him
desires he thought long dead. As their quest to
unmask the villain draws them closer together,
Daisy has no choice but to reveal her own
startling secret, and Ian must face the
undeniable truth: Losing his heart to Daisy may
be the only way to save his soul.
The Iron Duke - Meljean Brook 2010-10-05
After freeing England from Horde control, Rhys
Trahaearn has built a merchant empire. And
when Detective Mina Wentworth enters his
dangerous world to investigate a mysterious
death, Rhys intends to make her his next
conquest.
The Girl in the Clockwork Collar - Kady Cross
2013-04-30
Journeying from London to America to rescue
her kidnapped friend Jasper, Finley turns for
help to English duke Griffin King to balance her

dark and light magic while a devious bounty
hunter threatens the life of the girl Jasper loves.
Clockwork Fairies - Cat Rambo 2011-02-01
Desiree feels the most at home with her
clockwork creations, but Claude worries about
all this science and Darwinist nonsense—after
all, where do clockwork fairies fall in the Great
Chain of Being? At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Silver Pigs - Lindsey Davis 2011-02-15
Fans of S. J. Parris, Donna Leon, Steven Saylor
and C. J. Sansom will absolutely love this
gripping page-turner of a historical mystery from
multi-million copy bestselling author Lindsey
Davis. Full of twists, turns and tension - you'll be
hooked from page one... 'Her research has been
assiduous and detailed, her commitment to the
subject is impressive, and the background detail
is often eye-opening' -- Hilary Mantel, Observer
'One of the best writers in this field' -- Donna
Leon, The Times 'Surely the best historical
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detective in the business' -- Daily Telegraph
'Every book in this series is a delight ... highly
recommended' -- Library Journal 'Be careful, if
you get the taste for this you'll end up reading
them all... I can think of worse ways to pass the
time' -- ***** Reader review 'This series is just
SO addictive!' -- ***** Reader review 'I just could
not put it down' -- ***** Reader review
'Engrossing' -- ***** Reader review
**************************************************
****************************** A NEW EMPEROR
SEEKS AN EXPERIENCED AGENT Marcus
Didius Falco is a private informer, the closest
thing that first-century Rome has to a detective.
A new emperor, Vespasian, has ascended to
power. The tides of money and power are in flux,
and Rome's vicious games swirl more ferociously
than ever. When Falco rescues a young girl in
trouble, he catapults himself into a dangerous
game involving stolen imperial ingots, a dark
political plot and, most hazardous of all, a
senator's daughter connected to the traitors

Falco has sworn to expose. The rule of law is
tenuous for ordinary citizens of Rome. Only a
man with a mind as sharp as a gladius can
prevail.
Doublespeak Defined - William D. Lutz
1999-07-07
In an increasingly Orwellian world, everyone
should be armed with this hilarious, slyly
subversive deconstruction of the slippery
locutions of spinmeisters from all walks of public
life. Doublespeak guru William Lutz
(Doublespeak, The New Doublespeak) is
uniquely qualified to bring you this supremely
funny expos‚ of the juiciest ways THEY are
trying to bamboozle you! A sampling of
Doublespeak Defined: Bald n./ :hair
disadvantaged Men in Japan aren't bald; they're
"hair disadvantaged," according to The Japan
Economic Journal. Diet n./ :1.nutrional avoidance
therapy 2. caloric reduction program Frozen
adj./ :1 deep chilled 2. fresh 3. hard chilled 4.
previously frozen The USDA considers processed
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chickens "fresh," not frozen, if they have been
chilled to 28 degrees Fahrenheit. Chickens so
processed have not been frozen but "deep
chilled." Light Switch n./ :ideogram illumination

intensity adjustment potentiometer Waste paper
basket n./ :user-friendly, space-effective, flexible
desk side sortation unit Government officials in
Toronto, Canada, paid $123.80 (Canadian) each
for these items.
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